LEFT OUT
IN THE COLD:

NORWAY
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Over one third, or US$11 billion, of Norway’s COVID-19
recovery package will support the oil and gas industry,
hindering its net-zero transition. These oil and gas measures dwarf
the small-scale green policies that Norway proposed in its 2021 budget,
which also features measures that target northern Norway.i National
measures with direct Arctic impact include funding to support green
research and increase placements at northern universities. Policies that
affect the fishery and energy industries and address marine and plastic
pollution could have large Arctic impacts.ii
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Greenness of Stimulus (GSI) scoresv indicate countries’ net impacts on climate and
the environment due to COVID-19 stimulus measures.vi
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» Norway’s negative Greenness of
Stimulus (GSI) score is driven by
its US$11 billion support for the
oil and gas sector,vii which the
US$396 million Recovery and
Green Transition Package and the
latest green measures in the 2021
budget proposal cannot offset.viii
Some environmentally positive
measures do not apply to the Arctic,
which also lowers the Arctic GSI score.
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» The 2021 budget includes funding to develop carbon capture and storage; increase green land
use and restore seascapes; support climate-adapted, sustainable food production; remediate
contaminated sediments at Hammerfest port; prevent oil spills and improve response technologies;
and identify illegal catch and poaching in fisheries.ix
» More than a third of Norway’s total COVID-19 fiscal stimulus is support for oil and gas. Tax system
changes provide US$11 billion to finance oil and gas projects and incentivize investments.x This will
have a significant detrimental impact on the Arctic because the package is expected to finance new
oil projects in highly vulnerable Arctic areas.xi
» The five economic packages that Norway introduced during the COVID-19 pandemic also feature
a compensation scheme for businesses (US$5.5 billion),xii support for the aviation sector (US$660
million)xiii and support for tourism (US$250 million).xiv
» Funding for green transitions in fisheries and energy will have a large impact in northern Norway.xv
Norway allocated US$40 million for green shipping research and measures and US$13.75 million to
support low-emissions technology and green change in municipalities.xvi
» Norway is providing US$6.6 million for avalanche and landslide protection in Svalbard and US$3.3
million to remediate contaminated sediments in Hammerfest port. It also pledged US$1.43 million
to improve oil spill response technologies in the Lofoten Islands.xvii
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» The 2021 budget also sets aside US$3.3 million for seabed mineral extraction and measures to
expand petroleum research in the Arcticxviii and US$5.5 million for the forestry sector.xix
» Norway provided substantial support for the Saami communities and reindeer herders: it eased
border and quarantining restrictionsxx and provided US$2.2 million to procure and deliver
supplemental reindeer feedxxi as well as US$1.1 million to create a Saami resource centre.xxii

Figure 2 shows the stimulus measures announced in Norway (both environmentally positive and
negative) and the sectors into which the stimulus money will flow.
Figure 2:

Policy measures announced in Norway, split by environmentally relevant sectors
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indicates policies that are expected to have an impact on the Arctic.
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GREEN JOBS IN NORWAY
Norway’s plethora of small-scale
green initiatives and funding for
green research and innovation will
lead to (Arctic) green job creation
across the agriculture and land use,
energy, industry and transportation
sectors. However, estimates suggest that
oil and gas sector funding could create 2.6
to 4.7 jobs per US$1 million invested.xxiii
This means Norway’s US$11 billion oil and
gas sector investment could create 28,600
to 51,700 unsustainable jobs.xxiv
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MEASURES MAY CREATE

» The number of green jobs set out here includes those created by quantified stimulus measures.
Norway also implemented several unquantified measures, but these are unlikely to create direct
new green jobs in the Arctic because they relate to deregulation. Funding to prevent oil spills and
strengthen fishery controls will also create jobs.
» The policies that have the greatest potential to create more green jobs in Norway’s Arctic are
industry and transport bailouts with green strings attached and investments to make the fishing
and tourism industries more sustainable.
Figure 3 shows the applicable green policy measures per sector in Norway and their
job creation potential as well as the country’s performance on three other criteria: the
extent to which funding is shovel-ready (i.e., its timeliness); the potential for long-term economic
transformation; and the extent to which the measure is likely to remain viable if stimulus funding is
curtailed (i.e., transitionality).
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Figure 3:

Applicable policy measures per sector in Norway and the extent to which they fulfil the criteria
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Note: Only the policy measures that apply to Norway are displayed here.

A full overview of the report’s findings, methodology and additional country profiles can be viewed
online here.
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